Dear friend of Just World Books:

I hope this finds you well?

We’ve been busy here at JWB, putting the last touches to Gaza Unsilenced, the powerful new anthology edited by Refaat Alareer and Laila El-Haddad. Now, the first copies have started shipping! Scroll on down to learn more about the book and how you can use its content to enrich any events you’re holding to mark the anniversary of last year's Israeli war on Gaza.

Before I go any further, though, I wanted to tell you how thrilled we were to learn yesterday that both Chief Complaint by Hatim Kanaaneh and Baddawi, by Leila Abdelrazaq, have been named to the shortlist of the Palestine Book Awards. What a great tribute to these two fine authors!

So now, on to business...

Using Gaza Unsilenced in your community

Gaza Unsilenced is full of information, analysis, and other resources to help people everywhere explore the gravity of the situation in Gaza both during and since last year’s Israeli assault. We are now pleased to share the 20 pages from the book that list the names of the Gazans killed in the assault. You can download that PDF here. (And the book’s Table of Contents is here.)
On July 8, The Real News Network will air an edition of their signature show "Reality Asserts Itself" that features an in-depth discussion with El-Haddad and Alareer, the talented (and Gaza-Palestinian) editors of *Gaza Unsilenced*. We're hoping TRNN's show will be posted to their website by 6 pm Eastern Daylight (NYC) Time... Once it is posted there, it will be another powerful resource to help you and your friends learn more about Gaza.

Plus, of course, you should certainly consider buying the book, which you can do at our website, or via Amazon.

**Help wanted in NYC!**

In other news: We are now looking for a smart, well-organized, and strongly motivated person to work part-time for us, in New York City. (One of the fun things this person gets to do is work closely with all our authors whenever they come town.)

The full Job Announcement has been posted here. Could you help us by circulating it as widely as possible?

**JWB goes to the next level!**

Finally, we're happy to announce that we recently signed a book-trade distribution agreement with the Independent Publishers Group (IPG), the second-largest independent book-distribution company in North America. It goes into operation in January. We hope it can really help us fulfill our mission of "expanding the discourse in the United States and elsewhere on
This step will help us reach broad new areas of the book trade internationally—while we will still be able to do all the social-change things we’ve been doing with our books and authors until now.

If you are the owner or buyer at a bookstore in the United States or Canada, we will really look forward to you being able, from January 1 on, to order and stock our books through your existing relationship with IPG. In the United Kingdom, IPG works with Gazelle Book Distributors, so bookstores there will be able to order most of our titles through Gazelle. If you are an English-language publisher based in markets other than the United States, know that we will henceforth be interested in bidding for U.S. distribution rights to titles that interest us. We look forward to hearing from you!

Well, that’s it for now. But do keep following our news and updates via Facebook and Twitter. And let us know if you want to place an order for copies of Gaza Unsilenced or any of our other books. Information about how to do so—and the discounts available for bulk orders, can be found here.

Warmest wishes,

Helena and the team at Just World Books
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